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We derive new Heisenberg-type uncertainty relations for both joint measurability and the error-
disturbance tradeoff for arbitrary observables of finite-dimensional systems. The relations are for-
mulated in terms of a directly operational quantity, namely the probability of distinguishing the
actual operation of a device from its hypothetical ideal, by any possible testing procedure what-
soever. Moreover, they may be directly applied in information processing settings, for example to
infer that devices which can faithfully transmit information regarding one observable do not leak
any information about conjugate observables to the environment. Though intuitively apparent from
Heisenberg’s original arguments, only more limited versions of this statement have previously been
formalized.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is no overstatement to say that the uncertainty prin-
ciple is a cornerstone of our understanding of quantum
mechanics, clearly marking the departure of quantum
physics from the world of classical physics. Heisenberg’s
original formulation in 1927 mentions two facets to the
principle. The first restricts the joint measurability of
observables, stating that noncommuting observables can
only be simultaneously determined with a characteristic
amount of indeterminacy [1, p. 172] (see [2, p. 62] for
an English translation). The second describes an error-
disturbance tradeoff, noting that the more precise a mea-
surement of one observable is made, the greater the dis-
turbance to noncommuting observables [1, p. 175] ([2, p.
64]). The two are of course closely related, and Heisen-
berg argues for the former on the basis of the latter.
Precise formal statements corresponding to these two
facets of the uncertainty principle were constructed only
much later, due to the lack of precise mathematical de-
scriptions of measurement and the measurement process
in quantum mechanics. Here we must be careful to draw
a distinction between statements addressing Heisenberg’s
original notions of uncertainty from those, like the stan-
dard Robertson uncertainty relation [3], which address
the impossibility of finding a quantum state with well-
defined values for noncommuting observables. Joint mea-
surability has a longer history, going back at least to the
seminal work of Arthurs and Kelly [4] and continuing
in [5–23]. Quantitative error-disturbance relations them-
selves have only been formulated relatively recently, go-
ing back at least to Braginsky and Khalili [24, Chap. 5]
and continuing in [16, 25–31].
One motivation for finding formal uncertainty relations
is to delineate the scope and validity of the uncertainty
principle. Understanding the fundamental principles of
any physical theory is an important endeavor, perhaps
doubly so for quantum theory, whose conception of Na-
ture differs so drastically from that used in classical me-
chanics, not to speak of everyday experience. Our moti-
vation in this article is more operational, however. Here
we are interested in finding Heisenberg-type uncertainty
relations for joint measurability and error-disturbance
that are useful for characterizing and analyzing (quan-
tum) information processing tasks and are formulated
in terms of quantities which are immediately relevant
in such settings. Indeed, entropic uncertainty relations
addressing state preparation [32–34] have already been
used to this end, in ensuring the security of quantum key
distribution [35, 36]. The foundational and operational
motivations are not completely distinct, as concrete in-
formation processing settings challenge us to find specific
formalizations of the uncertainty principle.
In this article we take a directly operational approach
by quantifying error and disturbance in terms of the
probability that the actual behavior of the apparatus can
be distinguished from a relevant hypothetical behavior,
in any experiment whatsoever. We find new uncertainty
relations for both joint measurability (Figure 1; Theo-
rem 1) and the error-disturbance tradeoff (Figure 2; The-
orem 2) of two arbitrary observables of discrete quan-
tum systems. Our relations address the characteristics
of measurement devices themselves, as opposed to en-
tire experimental setups, and can be used in the analysis
of quantum information processing tasks. Ultimately, all
uncertainty relations spring from the same source, the re-
quirement that the measurement process itself be treated
as dynamical process according to the laws of quantum
mechanics. The relations presented here are both rela-
tively simple consequences of a basic structure theorem
on quantum dynamics, the continuity of the Stinespring
representation [37, 38].
We quantify the error made by an apparatus in mea-
suring an observable by the extent to which the apparatus
can be distinguished from the ideal measurement in any
possible experiment. Our uncertainty relation for joint
measurability then relates the errors for each observable
to a measure of the observables’ incompatibility and im-
plies both errors cannot simultaneously be small when
the observables are incompatible. On the other hand, we
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2quantify disturbance to an observable by how well the
apparatus mimics one that produces a fixed output when
acting on states having well-defined values (eigenstates)
of that observable. Our error-disturbance tradeoff then
relates the error associated with measurement of one ob-
servable to the disturbance caused to the other and again
implies that both cannot be small when the observables
are incompatible.
As mentioned above, entropic state-preparation un-
certainty relations haven proven useful in establishing
the security of quantum key distribution. Our error-
disturbance relation allows us to make a stronger state-
ment, one useful in more general cryptographic scenar-
ios beyond creation of secret keys: If a quantum system
is subject to any kind of interaction with some exter-
nal degrees of freedom which nevertheless still allows an
experimenter to perform an approximately faithful mea-
surement of a given observable, then the interaction ap-
proximately leaks no information about inputs which are
eigenstates of a complementary observable. Thus, by ap-
propriately examining the quantum state before and after
the interaction, we can infer whether or not any informa-
tion about the second observable has leaked to the exter-
nal degrees of freedom. This notion is already present in
Heisenberg’s original arguments on an intuitive level, but
directly operational versions have only been previously
formalized for special cases. It can be used to construct
leakage-resilient classical computers from fault-tolerant
quantum computers [39].
We have organized our results as follows. In the next
section we define the distinguishability quantity and pro-
vide some background to the mathematical setting of the
problem. We then present the joint-measurability and
error-disturbance relations, whose proofs are deferred to
the Methods section, Sec. V. In Sec. III we discuss the
applications to quantum information processing in more
detail. Finally, we conclude in Sec. IV with a discus-
sion of open questions raised by this work, in particular
how our results could be extended to continuous-variable
systems, and a comparison of our results with previous
work.
II. MAIN RESULTS
A. Background
When working in the Schro¨dinger picture, any appa-
ratus is described in the formalism of quantum theory
by a completely positive, trace preserving operation, or
quantum channel [40, 41]. The channel E maps states
in the input state space, S(HA), to states in the output
state space, S(HB). Here HA and HB are Hilbert spaces
and S(H) the set of bounded operators acting on H and
having unit trace.
According to the Stinespring representation theo-
rem [42, 43], any quantum channel E : S(HA) → S(HB)
can be expressed in terms of an isometry V : HA →
HB ⊗HE involving an additional system HE as
E(%) = TrE [V %V †], (1)
for any % ∈ S(HA). The extra system can be regarded as
the environment of the channel action, the additional de-
grees of freedom required to describe the dynamics of the
pair by the Heisenberg (or Schro¨dinger) equation. The
isometry is however not unique, but all possible Stine-
spring isometries are related by further isometries involv-
ing only the environmental degrees of freedom.
Any particular Stinespring isometry naturally induces
another channel, the complementary channel of E , de-
noted by E], which maps S(HA) to S(HE) according to
E](%) = TrB [V %V †]. (2)
The main technical ingredient required for our results is
the continuity of the Stinespring representation [37, 38].
This states that channels which are close (as measured
by a particular norm) have Stinespring isometries which
are also close. For the formal statement, see Theorem 3.
The error and disturbance measures used here are for-
mulated in terms of the probability pdist(E , E ′) that one
can distinguish the operation of one apparatus E from
another E ′ in any test whatsoever, when the two are cho-
sen with equal a priori probability. Since this probability
ranges from 12 (we can always just make a random guess)
to 1, it is more convenient to consider the distinguisha-
bility measure
δ(E , E ′) := 2pdist(E , E ′)− 1, (3)
which ranges from zero (completely indistinguishable) to
one (completely distinguishable). Fortunately, the dis-
tinguishability is directly related to the norm used in the
continuity of the Stinespring representation (see (14)).
Nonetheless, the operational definition in terms of pdist
is sufficient to state our uncertainty relations, and we de-
fer the more detailed presentation of δ(E , E ′) to Sec. V.
B. Joint Measurability
Let us now consider the question of joint measurability
in more detail. As depicted in Figure 1, joint measura-
bility of two observables X and Z is naturally concerned
with how well a single apparatus AX,Z can simultane-
ously approximate both ideal measurements, call them
QX and QZ . Any such device has of course two classical
outputs, one for each observable, which we denote by RX
and RZ . The actual measurementMX of X made by the
apparatus only takes the RX outcome into account, and
similarly forMZ . Then, we are specifically interested in
the two types of error inherent to the apparatus,
εX(AX,Z) := δ(MX ,QX) and (4)
εZ(AX,Z) := δ(MZ ,QZ). (5)
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FIG. 1. a) An apparatus AX,Z designed to jointly measure
two observables X and Z on a system S. It produces two
results, the classical registers RX and RZ . Ignoring either
outcome amounts to nondeal measurement MX of X and
MZ of Z, shown in b) and c). The extent to which MX and
MZ fail to simulate ideal measurement QX of the observable
X is denoted by the error εX (defined in (4)) and similarly
εZ for the observable Z. The two errors are constrained by
the joint measurability uncertainty relation (7).
We expect that, for incompatible or complementary
observables, these quantities cannot both be small. In fi-
nite dimensions, we may quantify the complementarity of
X and Z in terms of their eigenstates |ϕx〉 and |ϑz〉, as fol-
lows. Letting r(X;Z) := 1√
2
(
1−minx maxz |〈ϕx|ϑz〉|2
)
,
the measure of complementarity is
c1(X,Z) := max{r(X;Z), r(Z;X)}. (6)
Then we have the following uncertainty relation,
Theorem 1 (Joint Measurability). For any appara-
tus AX,Z which attempts to jointly measure two finite-
dimensional observables X and Z,
εX(AX,Z) 12 + εZ(AX,Z) 12 ≥ c1(X,Z). (7)
The full proof is given in the Methods section, but
we can sketch the main idea here. Since MX and MZ
are defined from the same apparatus, they share a Stine-
spring isometry, say V . This isometry is close to ap-
propriate isometries WX and WZ for QX and QZ as
measured by εX and εZ , respectively. By the triangle
inequality for the isometry distance, we now have a re-
lation for the distance between WX and WZ , which can
be evaluated by making use of properties of the ideal
measurements.
C. Error-Disturbance Tradeoff
Next we turn to the tradeoff between the approxima-
tion error of a given apparatus AX for measuring observ-
able X and the disturbance caused to the observable Z.
The setup is depicted in Figure 2. Again AX produces
the classical result in RX , and the approximation error
AXS
RX
S′
a) AXS
RX
S′
≈
εX
QXS RX
b)
AXQ\ZS
RX
S′
≈ηZ CS
RX
S′
c)
FIG. 2. a) An apparatus designed to extract information
about the observable X on a system S. The device produces
two outputs: RX , the classical register carrying information
about X, and S′, the transformed quantum system. b) The
error of the X measurement is quantified by εX , the extent to
which AX approximates an ideal measurement QX . c) The
disturbance ηZ is quantified by how well the compound chan-
nel AX ◦Q\Z approximates a channel C with a constant output
(see (8)); here Q\Z is an ideal non-selective measurement of Z.
The error and disturbance are constrained by the uncertainty
relation (10).
εX(AX) is precisely the same as defined in the previous
section. Now we are also interested in the system S′ after
the action of AX , in particular the observable Z.
One measure of disturbance to Z, natural in the
Heisenberg picture where the apparatus changes observ-
ables on the system, not its state, is how closely the ap-
paratus transforms Z into (some multiple of) the identity
operator. This way, any measurement of Z after the ac-
tion of the apparatus has nothing whatsoever to do with
any properties of Z which might have been present be-
forehand. But here we are after more: The disturbance
to Z should also hold conditional on the measurement
outcome in RX . That is, it should not be possible to per-
form some subsequent “recovery” operation conditional
on the measurement outcome which restores the Z ob-
servable. This stronger notion of disturbance was used
recently in [29].
To formulate a definition of disturbance that addresses
this issue yet does explicitly include an optimization over
recovery maps requires a little care, particularly in the
Heisenberg picture. We first give the logic leading up
to our definition for finite-dimensional systems in the
Schro¨dinger picture, and then remark on a natural in-
terpretation in the Heisenberg picture. We give both ar-
guments, as the use of the Heisenberg picture is more con-
venient when considering infinite-dimensional systems.
For finite-dimensional systems, disturbance to Z in the
Schro¨dinger picture amounts to its eigenstates all being
mapped to a fixed output. In the worst case, this is true
even when conditioning on the classical outcome of the
AX apparatus. Therefore, our measure of disturbance is
how well the action of AX approximates a channel with
a constant output, when both are input with eigenstates
of Z. To ensure that all inputs to AX are diagonal in
the Z basis, we may first perform the ideal non-selective
4measurement Q\Z , which measures the the state in the
Z basis and discards the result. The post-measurement
state is necessarily diagonal in the Z basis, and the map
Q\Z is a particular complement of the measurement QZ .
Therefore, the disturbance is large if the map AX ◦ Q\Z
is close to a map C which has constant output, say σ,
for any input state %. We are thus led to a disturbance
measure of the form
ηZ(AX) := 1−minC δ(AX ◦ Q
\
Z , C), (8)
since a better approximation means greater disturbance.
To motivate this definition in the Heisenberg picture,
notice that the non-selective measurement Q\Z has no ef-
fect on the Z observable itself. Then, to the extent that
X and Z are incompatible, Q\Z followed by AX should
completely scramble all observables of the system. In-
deed, this behavior is measured by (8), since the action
of C on observables is given by C′(A) = Tr[Aσ]1 for the
same σ ∈ S(H) and A ∈ B(H), where B(H) is the set of
bounded operators.
As with joint measurement, we expect that both
εX(AX) and ηZ(AX) cannot both be small if X and Z
are incompatible. For finite-dimensional observables we
again measure complementarity in terms of the eigenvec-
tors, but this time by the function
c2(X;Z) := 1−max
z
∑
x
{ 1d − |〈ϕx|ϑz〉|2}+, (9)
where {x}+ = max{x, 0} and d = dim(HS). Then we
have the following uncertainty relation,
Theorem 2 (Error-Disturbance Tradeoff). For finite-
dimensional observables X and Z, any apparatus AX
which attempts to gain information about observable X
satisfies
√
2 εX(AX) 12 + ηZ(AX) ≥ c2(X;Z). (10)
Again we give a brief sketch of the proof, which is de-
tailed in the Methods section. The first step is to estab-
lish an intermediate result, which states any complement
of a quantum channel which is close to a measurement
QX is itself close to the same measurement, possibly fol-
lowed by preparation of a new quantum state conditioned
on the measurement outcome. Then we consider the
channel formed by preceding such a “measure-prepare”
channel with the non-selective measurement in the Z ba-
sis, Q\Z . Finally, the indistinguishability of the resulting
joint channel from a constant-output channel turns on
how close QX ◦ Q\Z is to a measurement with a fixed
output distribution.
The error-disturbance bound implies that when the er-
ror in X is small, then the disturbance to Z must be large
relative to c2(X;Z). However, the opposite conclusion—
low disturbance implies high error—does not follow from
the bound, for two reasons. First, the disturbance quan-
tity never quite reaches zero, since it is never possible
to perfectly distinguish AX ◦Q\Z from a constant-output
map C. Second, even if ηZ were zero and the observ-
ables conjugate so that c2(X;Z) = 1, εX would still only
necessarily be at least 12 .
III. APPLICATIONS IN QUANTUM
INFORMATION PROCESSING
A useful tool in the construction of quantum infor-
mation processing protocols is the link between reliable
transmission of X eigenstates through a channel N and
Z eigenstates through its complement N ], particularly
when the observables X and Z are maximally comple-
mentary, i.e. |〈ϕx|ϑz〉|2 = 1d for all x, z. Due to the
uncertainty principle, we expect that a channel cannot
reliably transmit the bases to different outputs, since
this would provide a means to simultaneously measure X
and Z. This link has been used by Shor and Preskill to
prove the security of quantum key distribution [44] and
by Devetak to determine the quantum channel capac-
ity [45]. Entropic state-preparation uncertainty relations
from [32, 33] can be used to understand both results, as
shown in [46, 47].
However, the above approach has the serious drawback
that it can only be used in cases where the specific X-
basis transmission over N and Z-basis transmission over
N ] are in some sense compatible and not counterfactual ;
because the argument relies on a state-dependent uncer-
tainty principle, both scenarios must be compatible with
the same quantum state. Fortunately, this can be done
for both QKD security and quantum capacity, because
at issue is whether X-basis (Z-basis) transmission is reli-
able (unreliable) on average when the states are selected
uniformly at random. Choosing among either basis states
at random is compatible with a random measurement in
either basis of half of a maximally-entangled state, and
so both X and Z basis scenarios are indeed compatible.
The same restriction to choosing input states uniformly
appears in the recent result of [29], as it also ultimately
relies on a state-preparation uncertainty relation.
Using Theorem 2 we can extend the method above
to counterfactual uses of arbitrary channels N , in the
following sense: If acting with the channel N does not
substantially affect the possibility of performing an X
measurement, then Z-basis inputs to N ] result in an es-
sentially constant output. More concretely, we have
Corollary 1. Given a channel N and complementary
channel N ], suppose that there exists a measurement
ΛX such that δ(QX ,ΛX ◦ N ) ≤ ε. Then there ex-
ists a constant channel C such that δ(N ] ◦ Q\Z , C) ≤
2
√
ε + 1 − c2(X;Z). For maximally complementary X
and Z, δ(N ] ◦ Q\Z , C) ≤ 2
√
ε.
Proof. Let VN be the Stinespring dilation of N such that
N ] is the complementary channel and define AX = ΛX ◦
5VN . For C the optimal choice in the definition of ηZ(AX),
(10) implies δ(AX ◦ Q\Z , C) ≤ 2
√
ε+ 1− c2(X;Z). Since
N ] is obtained fromAX by ignoring the ΛX measurement
result, δ(N ] ◦ Q\Z , C) ≤ δ(AX ◦ Q\Z , C).
This formulation is important because in more general
cryptographic and communication scenarios we are in-
terested in the worst-case behavior of the protocol, not
the average case under some particular probability dis-
tribution. For instance, in [39] the goal is to construct a
classical computer resilient to leakage of Z-basis informa-
tion by establishing that reliable X basis measurement
is possible despite the interference of the eavesdropper.
However, such an X measurement is entirely counterfac-
tual and cannot be reconciled with the actual Z-basis
usage, as the Z-basis states will be chosen deterministi-
cally in the classical computer.
IV. OUTLOOK
A number of open questions present themselves, be-
yond an extension of our results to continuous variable
systems, which is discussed at length below. First, it
would be interesting to examine the optimality condi-
tions of the semidefinite program used in the proofs of
both relations to see if the bounds presented here could
be improved. Both are somewhat weak in certain ex-
treme cases: In the joint-measurability relation (7) even
if one measurement is perfect the bound on the error of
the other is only at least one half, while from the error-
disturbance relation 10 one cannot conclude that low dis-
turbance implies high error. One could also examine the
tightness of either relation (at least numerically) for spe-
cific measurement devices, for instance the measurement
used in the experimental tests [48, 49] of Ozawa’s error-
disturbance relation [26]. Finally, one could also derive
bounds on joint-measurability from the error-disturbance
tradeoff itself and and see how it compares with (7).
A. Extension to Continuous Variables
Starting from Heisenberg’s seminal paper, clearly the
most well-studied uncertainty relations involve the conju-
gate pair position and momentum. Hence it is desirable
to extend our results to this setting as well. The two
main technical tools used establish Theorems 1 and 2 are
the continuity of the Stinespring representation for com-
pletely positive maps (Theorem 3, as well as formulation
of the completely bounded norm as a semidefinite pro-
gram involving the Choi representative of a map (Equa-
tions 16 and 17). Both results can be carried over to the
case of infinite dimensional systems. The continuity the-
orem remains valid as stated in Theorem 3, see [37]. In
addition, since we are concerned with the distinguisha-
bility of measurements, which are channels that destroy
all entanglement (known as entanglement-breaking chan-
nels), the concept of Choi representatives carries over as
well [50, Theorem 3].
Before applying these two tools in the infinite-
dimensional setting, we must first ensure that the defini-
tions of error and disturbance are sensible. Recall that
both rest on the probability of distinguishing between
two channels, maximized over all input states and observ-
ables. In infinite dimensions this includes observables of
arbitrary precision; any operationally valid distinguisha-
bility measure should however also take precision into
account. For finite dimensions precision is not an issue
due to the inherent discreteness of the results (infinite
precision is not unphysical, in some sense).
For the case of our error-disturbance relation, the ex-
tension to continuous variables is even more mathemati-
cally delicate, as there simply is no instrument which im-
plements an ideal position or momentum measurement,
including the post-measurement quantum state [6, The-
orem 3.3]. Instruments implementing imprecise mea-
surements do however exist. A meaningful extension
of our joint measurability result would not need to ad-
dress this difficulty, since ideal position and momentum
measurements themselves do exist, ignoring the post-
measurement quantum state.
In the case of distinguishing measurements, as here,
the observables in question are so-called test functions,
which take values between 0 and 1, generalizing char-
acteristic or indicator functions associated with a given
subset of the measurement output space (the real line for
position or momentum). One way to limit the precision
of test functions would be to ensure they are “smeared
out” over some mimimum length scale, for instance by
composing all test functions with a physical noise chan-
nel. Our proof technique could potentially be adapted
to include this additional step, since by using a physical
noise channel one could still make use of the Stinespring
representation.
Another option would be to restrict to slowly-varying
functions, that is having a bounded Lipschitz con-
stant, which are thereby insensitive to changes on small
length scales. This approach is chosen in the work of
Werner [18], and the resulting measure of distinguishabil-
ity between probability distributions is the Wasserstein
metric of order one. Thanks to the theory of optimal
transport, there is a nice dual interpretation of the dis-
tinguishability measure: It is the cost required to change
one distribution into the other, as measured by the dis-
tance on the real line. Note that the variational distance,
which underlies the completely bounded norm as used
here, can be formulated similarly. Now the cost is mea-
sured by a different metric which is simply zero if the two
values are identical and one otherwise [51]. Hence a pos-
sible way to incorporate finite precision limits into our
setup would be to require the metric to be only sensitive
to differences above some finite minimal length scale. It
would be interesting to formalize both approaches and in
particular their “completely bounded” versions.
6B. Comparison to Previous Results
In the recent work of Busch, Lahti and Werner [21], the
authors used the Wasserstein metric of order two, corre-
sponding to the mean squared error, as the underlying
distance D(., .) to measure the closeness of probability
distributions. If MQ, MP are the marginals of some
joint measurement of position Q and momentum P , and
X% denotes the distribution coming from applying the
measurement X to the state %, their relation reads
sup
%
D(MQ% , Q%) · sup
%
D(MP% , P%) ≥ c , (11)
for some universal constant c. In [23], the authors gen-
eralize their results to arbitrary Wasserstein metrics. As
in our case, the two distinguishability quantities in (11)
are separately maximized over all states, and hence the
resulting expression characterizes the goodness of the ap-
proximate measurement.
One could instead ask for a “coupled optimization”, a
relation of the form
sup
%
[
D(MQ% , Q%)D(MP% , P%)
] ≥ c′, (12)
for some other constant c′.1 While this statement cer-
tainly tells us that no device can accurately measure both
position and momentum for all input states, the bound
c′ only holds (and can only hold) for the worst possible
input state. In contrast, the bounds found in Theorems 1
and 2, as well as in (11) are state-independent in the sense
that the bound holds for all states. Indeed, the two ap-
proaches are more distinct than the similarities between
(11) and (12) would suggest. By optimizing over input
states separately, our results and those of [18, 21, 23] are
statements about the properties of measurement devices
themselves, independent of any particular experimental
setup. State-dependent settings capture the behavior of
measurement devices in specific experimental setups and
must therefore account for the details of the input state.
The same set of authors also studied the case of finite-
dimensional systems, in particular qubit systems, again
using the Wasserstein metric of order two [22]. Their re-
sults for this case are similar, with the product in (11)
replaced by a sum. Perhaps most closely related to our
results is the recent work by Ipsen [30], who uses the
variational distance as the underlying distinguishability
measure to derive similar additive uncertainty relations.
We note, however, that both [22] and [30] only consider
joint measurability and do not consider the change to the
state after the approximate measurement is performed,
1 Such an approach has been advocated by David Reeb (private
communication).
as it is done in our error-disturbance relation. Further-
more, both base their distinguishability measures on the
measurement statistics of the devices alone. But this
does not necessarily tell us how distinguishable two de-
vices ultimately are, as we could employ input states en-
tangled with ancilla systems to test them. These two
measures can be different [52], even for entanglement-
breaking channels [53].
Entropic quantities are another means of comparing
two probability distributions, an approach taken recently
by Buscemi et al. [29] and Coles and Furrer [31] (see also
Martens and de Muynck [25]). Both contributions for-
malize error and disturbance in terms of relative or con-
ditional entropies, and derive their results from entropic
uncertainty relations for state preparation which incorpo-
rate the effects of quantum entanglement [32, 33]. They
differ in the choice of the entropic measure and the choice
of the state on which the entropic terms are evaluated.
Buscemi et al. find state-independent error-disturbance
relations involving the von Neumann entropy, evaluated
for input states which describe observable eigenstates
chosen uniformly at random. As described in Sec. III,
the restriction to uniformly-random inputs is significant,
and leads to a characterization of the average-case be-
havior of the device (averaged over the choice of input
state), not the worst-case behavior as presented here.
Meanwhile, Coles and Furrer make use of general Re´nyi-
type entropies, hence also capturing the worst-case be-
havior. However, they are after a state-dependent error-
disturbance relation which relates the amount of informa-
tion a measurement device can extract from a state about
the results of a future measurement of one observable to
the amount of disturbance caused to other observable.
An important distinction between both these results
and those presented here is the quantity appearing in the
uncertainty bound, i.e. the quantification of complemen-
tarity of two observables. As both the aforementioned
results are based on entropic state-preparation uncer-
tainty relations, they each quantify complementarity by
the largest overlap of the eigenstates of the two observ-
ables. This bound is trivial should the two observables
share an eigenstate. However, a perfect joint measure-
ment is clearly impossible even if the observables share
all but two eigenvectors (if they share all but one, they
necessarily share all eigenvectors). Both c1(X,Z) and
c2(X;Z) used here are nontrivial whenever not all eigen-
vectors are shared between the observables.
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V. METHODS
A. Mathematical Setup
A result of Helstrom [54, 55] shows that the distin-
guishability of two quantum states %1 and %2 is precisely
their trace distance, δ(%1, %2) :=
1
2 ‖%1 − %2‖1, where
‖A‖1 := Tr[
√
A†A]. In other words, p = 12 (1 + δ(%1, %2)).
Distinguishability of states can be transferred to that of
channels by asking for the most distinguishable states
that two channels could produce from a common input.
Since this distinguishability can be enhanced for inputs
which are entangled with ancillary systems unaffected
by the channel itself, one is lead to consider the diamond
norm of quantum channels [52].
For a channel E : B(HA)→ B(HB), the diamond norm
is defined by
‖E‖ := sup
k≥1
sup
%∈S(HA⊗Ck)
‖E ⊗ Ik(%)‖1 , (13)
where Ik is the identity channel from B(Ck) to itself
which just reproduces its input. Using the diamond norm
we arrive at the following distinguishability measure for
quantum channels,
δ(E1, E2) = 12 ‖E1 − E2‖ . (14)
This expression is not closed-form, as an optimiza-
tion is required to evaluate the diamond norm. How-
ever, in finite dimensions the diamond norm can be
cast as a convex optimization, specifically as a semidefi-
nite program [56]. This makes numerical approximation
tractable and will be analytically useful in the proofs to
follow.
Given a Hilbert space H with basis {|k〉}dk=1, define
|Ω〉 = ∑dk=1 |k〉 ⊗ |k〉 ∈ H ⊗ H. Then, for any channelE : B(HA) → B(HB), let C denote the Choi mapping of
E to a bipartite state,
C(E) := E ⊗ I(|Ω〉〈Ω|) ∈ S(HB ⊗HA). (15)
The diamond norm can then be expressed as
1
2 ‖E‖ = max Tr[C(E)Y ] (16)
s.t. Y ≤ 1B ⊗ %A,
Y ≥ 0,
% ∈ S(HA).
This semidefinite program also comes in the dual form
1
2 ‖E‖ = min ‖TrB(R)‖∞ (17)
s.t. R ≥ C(E),
R ≥ 0
Here we have used the operator norm, defined by ‖A‖∞ =
supψ∈H 〈ψ|A |ψ〉. Both forms of the semidefinite pro-
gram will be useful in the proofs to follow.
Finally, we arrive at the central technical tool required
for our uncertainty relations, the continuity of the Stine-
spring representation for finite-dimensional systems.
Theorem 3 (Stinespring Continuity [38]). Given two
quantum channels E1, E2 : B(HA) → B(HB) with corre-
sponding Stinespring isometries V1 : HA → HB ⊗ HE1
and V2 : HA → HB ⊗HE2 , we have
min
U
‖UV1 − V2‖2∞ ≤ ‖E1 − E2‖ ≤ 2 minU ‖UV1 − V2‖∞ ,
with the minimum taken over all isometries U : HE1 →
HE2 .
B. Joint Measurability
A device AX,Z jointly measuring two observables X,
Z on a Hilbert space HS can be modeled by an isometry
V : HS → HR ⊗HXˆ ⊗HXˆ′ ⊗HZˆ ⊗HZˆ′
V =
∑
xz
Mxz ⊗ |x〉Xˆ ⊗ |x〉Xˆ′ ⊗ |z〉Zˆ ⊗ |z〉Zˆ′ . (18)
Here, the Hilbert spaces HXˆ , HZˆ serve to record the
(classical) measurement result, and doubling them en-
sures that no quantum coherence is present in systems
Xˆ or Zˆ alone. The spaces have dimension equal to the
number of outputs, and x, z label arbitrary bases (quite
possibly the same). The operators Mx,z : HS → HR are
the Kraus operators of AX,Z . The mapsMX : S(HS)→
S(HXˆ) and MZ : S(HS) → S(HZˆ) describing the mea-
surement of X or Z by the device are determined by
MX(%) = TrRZˆZˆ′Xˆ′ [V %V †], and (19)
MZ(%) = TrRXˆXˆ′Zˆ′ [V %V †]. (20)
Particular Stinespring isometries for the ideal measure-
ments QX , QZ are given by
WX : HS → HS ⊗HXˆ ⊗HXˆ′ ,
WX =
∑
x
QX(x)⊗ |x〉Xˆ ⊗ |x〉Xˆ′ , and (21)
WZ : HS → HS ⊗HZˆ ⊗HZˆ′ ,
WZ =
∑
z
QZ(z)⊗ |z〉Zˆ ⊗ |z〉Zˆ′ , (22)
where QX(x) and QZ(z) denote the projection operators
associated with the observables X or Z. In terms of
8the eigenvectors of the respective observables, QX(x) =
|ϕx〉〈ϕx| and QZ(z) = |ϑz〉〈ϑz|.
According to the lower bound in the Stinespring con-
tinuity Theorem 3, there exist isometries UX : HS →
HR ⊗HXˆ ⊗HXˆ′ and UZ : HS → HR ⊗HZˆ ⊗HZˆ′ such
that
‖V − UXWZ‖2∞ ≤ ‖MZ −QZ‖ , (23)
‖V − UZWX‖2∞ ≤ ‖MX −QX‖ . (24)
Using the triangle inequality and the definition of error
ε, we find
1√
2
‖UXWZ − UZWX‖∞ ≤ εX(AX,Z)
1
2 + εZ(AX,Z) 12 .
(25)
In principle, this inequality already gives a bound on
the errors εX and εZ . However, it is implicitly a function
of the measurement device, since UX and UZ are only
characterized by the optimal choice in the Stinespring
dilation, which itself turns on the description of the de-
vice. For finite-dimensional systems, we can find a bound
which holds for all devices as follows.
Proof of Theorem 1. First define the map EZ : B(HS)→
B(HXˆ) by
EZ(%) := TrRZˆZˆ′Xˆ′ [UXWZ%W †ZU†X ], (26)
= TrRXˆ′ [UXQ\Z(%)U†X ]. (27)
Here, we have used the map Q\Z , which will be used later
in the definition of disturbance; it is sometimes called a
“pinch map” and is defined by
Q\Z(%) =
∑
z
QZ(z)%QZ(z) (28)
=
∑
z
〈ϑz| % |ϑz〉 |ϑz〉〈ϑz|S . (29)
The ideal measurement is QX(%) = TrSXˆ′ [WX%W †X ],
which can also be expressed as QX(%) =
TrRZˆZˆ′Xˆ′ [UZWX%W
†
XU
†
Z ]. By Stinespring continu-
ity we therefore have
‖UXWZ − UZWX‖∞ ≥ 12 ‖QX − EZ‖ . (30)
Now we make use of the primal form of the semidef-
inite program given in (16). We are free to choose the
basis in which |Ω〉 is defined, so let us select {|ϕx〉}, the
eigenbasis of the X observable. Then we find C(QX) =∑
x |x〉〈x|Xˆ ⊗ |ϕx〉〈ϕx|S , while
C(EZ) =
∑
z,y,y′
〈ϕy′ |QZ(z) |ϕy〉
× TrRXˆ′ [UXQZ(z)U†X ]⊗ |ϕy〉 〈ϕy′ |S . (31)
Now define Λx := U
†
X(1R ⊗ |x〉〈x|Xˆ ⊗ 1Xˆ′)UX and let
Y = |x〉〈x|Xˆ ⊗ |ϕx〉〈ϕx| for some x. From (16) we get
1
2 ‖QX − EZ‖
≥ max
x
(
1−
∑
z
Tr[QZ(z)Λx] |〈ϑz|ϕx〉|2
)
(32)
≥ 1−min
x
(
max
z
|〈ϑz|ϕx〉|2
∑
z
Tr[QZ(z)Λx]
)
(33)
= 1−min
x
(
max
z
|〈ϑz|ϕx〉|2 Tr[Λx]
)
(34)
≥ 1−min
x
(
max
z
|〈ϑz|ϕx〉|2
)
min
x
Tr[Λx] (35)
≥ 1−min
x
max
z
|〈ϑz|ϕx〉|2. (36)
The last inequality follows because
∑
x Λx = U
†
XUX =
1S , which then implies
∑d
x=1 Tr[Λx] = d and therefore
minx Tr[Λx] ≤ 1.
C. Error-Disturbance Tradeoff
A device AX that measures X on a Hilbert space HS
and also produces an output state onHR can be modelled
by an isometry
V : HS → HR ⊗HE ⊗HXˆ ⊗HXˆ′
V =
∑
x
Mx ⊗ |x〉Xˆ ⊗ |x〉Xˆ′ . (37)
Again the Mx : HS → HR⊗HE are the Kraus operators
of the map, while HE is an extra system which may be
needed to purify the output in R. As with AX,Z , the
measurement outcome is recorded in HXˆ (and HXˆ′).
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 2, we first
establish an intermediate result which states that com-
plementary channels of approximate measurements are
themselves approximate measurements, possibly followed
by state preparation. More precisely, if AX approximates
the ideal measurement of X, then the output in system R
can be simulated by a map which simply prepares a state
on HR conditional on the result x of the measurement.
We call P : S(HXˆ)→ S(HR⊗HXˆ) a conditional prepara-
tion channel if it has the action P(|x〉〈x|) = %xR⊗|x〉〈x|Xˆ ,
for some states %xR. Then, by Stinespring continuity we
can show
Theorem 4. Given a channel AX : S(HS) → S(HR ⊗
HXˆ), let MX : S(HS)→ S(HXˆ) be just the output in Xˆ,
i.e. MX(%) = TrRXˆ′ [AX(%)]. If
‖MX −QX‖ ≤ ε, (38)
then there exists a conditional state preparation channel
P : S(HXˆ)→ S(HR ⊗HXˆ) such that
‖AX − P ◦ QX‖ ≤ 2
√
ε. (39)
9Proof. We can reuse the Stinespring dilation WX of QX
given in (21), while the dilation of AX is given by (37).
By the lower bound in Theorem 3, the premise above
implies
‖V − UWX‖∞ ≤
√
ε, (40)
for some isometry U : HS → HR ⊗HE .
Now, for any % ∈ S(HS),
AX(%) = TrEXˆ′ [V %V †]. (41)
Thus, defining the map E : S(HS)→ S(HR ⊗HXˆ) by
E(%) : = TrEXˆ′ [UWX%W †XU†] (42)
= TrE [UTrXˆ′ [WX%W
†
X ]U
†]. (43)
the upper bound in Theorem 3 implies
‖AX − E‖ ≤ 2
√
ε. (44)
All that remains to show is that E = P ◦QX for some
conditional preparation channel P. Using the form of
WX we can express the action of E as
E(%) =
∑
x
TrE [UQX(x)%QX(x)U
†]⊗ |x〉〈x|Xˆ (45)
=
∑
x
〈ϕx| % |ϕx〉 TrE [U |ϕx〉〈ϕx|U†]⊗ |x〉〈x|Xˆ .
(46)
This is a conditional preparation channel P for %xR =
TrE [U |ϕx〉〈ϕx|U†].
Now we can establish the error-disturbance bound.
Proof of Theorem 2. An apparatus AX with error
εX(AX) satisfies the premise of Theorem 4 with ε =
2εX(AX), and therefore
δ(AX ,P ◦ QX) ≤
√
2εX(AX) (47)
for some conditional preparation channel P. By the tri-
angle inequality, for any map C we have
δ(AX ◦ Q\Z , C) ≤ δ(AX ◦ Q\Z ,P ◦ QX ◦ Q\Z)
+ δ(P ◦ QX ◦ Q\Z , C). (48)
By montonicity, the first term on the righthand side is
less than δ(AX ,P ◦ QX) and therefore
δ(AX ◦ Q\Z , C) ≤
√
2εX(AX) + δ(P ◦ QX ◦ Q\Z , C).
(49)
Next, let F : S(HS)→ HXˆ be the channel with actionF(%) 7→ ∑x px|x〉〈x| for some fixed probability distri-
bution px and define C = P ◦ F . Again by monotonic-
ity, the second term on the righthand side is less than
δ(cQX ◦ Q\Z ,F), and so we obtain
min
C
δ(AX ◦ Q\Z , C) ≤
√
2εX(AX) + δ(QX ◦ Q\Z ,F),
(50)
since we are free to minimize over the maps C. This
expression is equivalent to
√
2εX(AX) 12 + ηZ(AX) ≥ 1− δ(QX ◦ Q\Z ,F). (51)
Now we make use of the dual form, Eq. (17), of the
semidefinite program for the diamond norm to find an
upper bound on δ(QX ◦Q\Z ,F). We first compute C(QX ◦
Q\Z−F) and then make a suitable choice of R. Choosing
the basis of |Ω〉 to be the Z basis |ϑz〉, we find that
C(QX ◦ Q\Z) =
∑
xz
|〈ϕx|ϑz〉|2|x〉〈x|Xˆ ⊗ |ϑz〉〈ϑz|S . (52)
For C(F) we have simply C(F) = ∑x px|x〉〈x|Xˆ ⊗ 1S .
Choose px =
1
d and define
RXˆS =
∑
xz
{ 1d − |〈ϕx|ϑz〉|2}+ |x〉〈x|Xˆ ⊗ |ϑz〉〈ϑz|S , (53)
which satisfies the two constraints of (17). We then have
δ(Q\Z ◦ QX ,F) ≤ maxz
∑
x
{ 1d − |〈ϕx|ϑz〉|2}+. (54)
Defining c2(X;Z) = 1−maxz
∑
x{ 1d −|〈ϕx|ϑz〉|2}+ com-
pletes the proof.
Note that the proof comes down to how successive mea-
surement of the two observables acts on the system, much
like [33].
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